AUTOMATIC WITH SUN/MOON & 24 HOUR SUBDIALS

PRAGUE

This model features both 24 hour and sun/moon sub-dials.
The hands move automatically and require no special attention. The 24 hour sub-dial readout may not be controlled
independently of the large hour and minute hands. When
you set the time, the 24 hours readout will also be set accordingly. While the large hands do not indicate AM or PM,
the 24 hour zone indicated the AM/PM status of the movement, as does the sun/moon sub-dial, which also works in
conjunction with the large hour & minute hands.
To set the time, gently pull crown (setting stem) outward
and rotate counter-clockwise to advance hands. Press
crown in all the way when done.
Do not attempt setting if moisture is present. If the watch
has been left inactive, it is recommended that you wind it
(clockwise) 6-8 turns before use. It is not recommended that
the hands be moved backwards.
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General Care Instructions
Only watches marked Water Resistant should be subjected to
moisture.
♦ Natural straps are not intended to be worn while swimming and should
be wiped dry after exposure to water. Salt or chlorine may damage
leather and if the watch itself is exposed to corrosive moisture, such as
salt water, it should be quickly sprinkled with fresh water and then
dried off. Never pull the crown (setting stem) out, while moisture is
present.
♦ Only a trained technician should attempt to open the watch case for
any reason. After the case is opened, the rubber gasket should be
replaced.
♦ Read all directions before attempting to set. Certain models have
special operating instructions that must be followed.
♦ If a crystal (lens) breaks, the watch must be serviced without delay.
Air entering the watch case can cause the movement to eventually
corrode and malfunction.
♦ Your watch is a delicate miniature instrument. While shock protected,
it is not designed to be subjected to rough conditions.
♦ Automatic watches are powered by wrist motion. The wearer’s level
of activity determines how much auto-wind energy remains. Typically,
the watch will run for 2-3 days without motion. After not being worn, it
is recommended that the watch be manually wound 8-10 turns.
♦

.
PLEASE NOTE REGARDING BUCKLE ON CERTAIN
MODELS
The system is designed so that you only need to set the size once.
Thereafter, the pushbutton (2) opens the buckle to put on and take off.
You first need to open the top of clasp (1) so that strap moves inside of
metal bracket. Find the correct size and allow the prong (3) to fit inside
the proper hole on strap. Then close bracket (1) on top of leather.
Thereafter, use buttons (2) to open both sides of buckle. Improper setup/use will
damage the buckle and/or the
leather.
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